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Abstract
High-temperature alloys pose significant challenges in additive manufacturing. These materials have unique properties, such 
as high resistance to mechanical and chemical degradation when exposed to high temperatures. Furthermore, when these 
alloys are used to produce hybrid components with other similar alloys, investigating their surface integrity is critical because 
any residual stress can lead to early stage cracks and poor fatigue performance. In this research, a hybrid manufacturing 
approach is employed to produce components from difficult to weld alloys, i.e. CM247LC deposited on IN718 through a 
laser based direct energy deposition (L-DED) process. The surface integrity, mechanical properties and microstructure of 
such hybrid components is investigated, especially their welding/joint areas. Crack-free processing regimes were established 
to deposit CM247LC while mitigating the negative effects onto the microstructure of the Inconel substrate. Especially, the 
thermal gradients were managed to deliver crack free sections of CM247LC with good interface bonding, strength and fine 
microstructure. It is important to note that this is achieved without any significant preheating that contrasts with what is 
reported in other investigations so far. Furthermore, end-use hybrid blisks with deposited CM247LC blades onto Inconel 718 
disks (HUB) were manufactured and then machined within a single processing set-up. The results show that the substrate 
thickness, the machining between the deposited layers and the final machining and heat-treatment play a role in reducing 
residual stresses. Ultimately, such hybrid manufacturing approach can be considered a new solution for producing such 
components and also for their subsequent repair.

Keywords Additive manufacturing of CM247LC/Inconel718 · Surface integrity of hybrid components · Bonding interface · 
Residual stresses · Mechanical properties · Microstructure observation · Hybrid blisk

1 Introduction

Compressors and fans are key components of modern 
aero and gas turbine engines. High-pressure (HP) turbine 
blades are exposed to severe operating conditions [1], such 
as fatigue loadings, temperature and corrosion that often 
lead to cracks and may cause catastrophic failures of the 
engines [2]. Therefore, such critical components have to be 
produced from high temperature alloys, specially developed 

for such applications [3, 4]. These are typically nickel-based 
superalloys, i.e. CMSX-6 [5], DZ125 [6], Inconel 718 [7] 
and CM247LC, chosen due to their superior mechanical and 
physical properties. CM247LC is a well-known material for 
such application because of its excellent pitting resistance 
and superior mechanical properties under high thermal loads 
[8]. However, the manufacture of components with complex 
geometries from CM247LC and Inconel 718, too, is very 
challenging and cost prohibitive when traditional processing 
technologies are employed, due to their intrinsic limitations 
[9–15].

Recently, additive manufacturing (AM) processes, such 
as laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) and laser direct energy 
deposition (L-DED), have attracted a significant industrial 
interest, especially for producing complex geometrical 
components, e.g. parts with conformal cooling channels 
and internal features, while offering resource efficiency 
and environmental sustainability. The L-DED technology 
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can be employed both for producing new components and 
for their repair, and thus to extend their lifespan. Despite 
these advantages, the processability of nickel alloys, such 
as Inconel 718 and especially CM247LC, is still a challeng-
ing task and therefore is the focus of a significant research 
interest. Primarily, due to the poor weldability of the mate-
rial and its susceptibility to cracks that are the result of the 
high γ′ fraction, especially the side effect of reheating and 
remelting of layer-wise processing strategies in AM [16, 17]. 
Additionally, the build rates achievable with the AM tech-
nologies are relatively low [18] and near net shape parts are 
produced that require post-processing to meet the surface 
integrity and accuracy requirements of any give application 
[17, 19, 20]. Also, the existence of metallurgical defects, 
i.e. residual stresses, various types of cracks, such as solidi-
fication, liquation ductility dip cracking (DDC) and internal 
porosity due to unmelted powders and gas entrapment, can 
significantly impair the mechanical properties of the parts 
[21–25]. Ultimately, this is a standalone process that is diffi-
cult to integrate with any necessary pre- and post-processing 
technologies in existing conventional manufacturing sys-
tems. In general, L-DED parts have significant limitations 
regarding their surface integrity and mechanical properties. 
Therefore, they are usually not considered a suitable option 
for safety–critical applications.

The recent trend in the turbine blades development is a 
single unit design, i.e. the disk (HUB) and blades are pro-
duced as one piece that is often referred to as blisks [26]. 
Such complex components can be produced employing 
different manufacturing technologies, such as machining, 
laser cladding and additive manufacturing [27], followed by 
hot isostatic pressing and thereafter are machined/finished 
through subtractive process, i.e. milling, to meet demanding 
surface integrity and geometrical accuracy requirements [18, 
28–30].

It could be stated that all processes used for the manu-
facture of turbine blades/blisks have some limitations. 
Therefore, their capabilities are usually combined into 
manufacturing platforms to meet the constantly growing 
requirements for blades and blisks production [31]. The 
most novel and flexible production solutions combine 
two or more manufacturing technologies sequentially, 
referred to as hybrid manufacturing systems or processes 
[18, 32]. Some state of the art systems combine L-DED 
process synergistically with subtractive ones, i.e. machin-
ing, into hybrid machine tools such as LASERTEC 65 3D 
from DMG Mori [33, 34]. Lately, researchers reported a 
new methodology for automatic ultrasonic testing (UT) of 
LMD-powder additively manufactured preforms with the 
feasibility of detecting and locating surface and internal 
defects [35].

Although the L-DED process is considered suitable for 
producing complex components for aero-engines or energy 
applications, it has some important limitations. As a layer-
based manufacturing process, the build component undergo 
multiple thermal cycles that can lead to weld stresses and 
microstructure changes of the processed material, especially 
when CM247LC is utilised [36]. The high thermal gradients 
and fast cooling rates between the deposited layers introduce 
additional residual stresses to those induced due to γ′ strength-
ening phase. Thus lead to an internal strain that exceeds the 
material ductility and triggers crack formation [37, 38]. 
Researchers had already reported induced cracks due to resid-
ual stresses in L-DED CM247LC parts, although, the inves-
tigation was limited to the microstructure changes of single 
pass thin wall structures and their heat treatments while the 
residual stresses were not studied [8, 39, 40]. Furthermore, the 
studies were conducted in an inert gas environment, i.e. argon 
and/or by employing auxiliary energy source coupling (induc-
tion) to achieve a better thermal control and tailoring during 
the CM247LC deposition [8, 41, 42]. Although the processing 
of these difficult to weld material has attracted a significant 
research interest, very few results have been reported on pro-
ducing hybrid structures that combine wrought Inconel 718 
with L-DED CM247LC [1, 41]. Therefore, more research is 
required that is focused on investigating the surface integ-
rity, mechanical properties and microstructure of the hybrid 
sections, especially their welding/joint areas. A continuous 
pre-heating at temperatures between 1050 and 1100 °C to con-
trol the CM247LC solidification cracking at the temperature 
ranges reported in literature could have a significant negative 
impact onto the Inconel 718 microstructure, when depositing 
structures on Inconel 718 substrates/preforms, therefore was 
not considered in this study [41, 42]. Consequently, alterna-
tive regimes are investigated in this work to deposit crack free 
CM247LC structures while mitigating any negative effects on 
Inconel 718 microstructure.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no research 
reported on surface integrity of hybrid components pro-
duced by depositing CM247LC on Inconel 718 substrates. 
Therefore, this research is focused on investigating residual 
stresses at the joining areas of such hybrid components. 
By applying the proposed approach to control the thermal 
gradients during L-DED in this research, it was possible to 
produce crack free CM247LC structures with good interface 
bonding, strength, and microstructure for as built and heat-
treated conditions. Furthermore, a feasibility study on pro-
ducing hybrid blisks by depositing CM247LC on wrought 
Inconel718 disks (HUB) was conducted in single processing 
setup that integrates L-DED with milling. The next section 
introduces the materials and methods used in the research 
and then the results are discussed, and conclusions are made.
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2  Materials and methods

2.1  Materials and fabrication methods

A gas atomised CM247LC powder supplied by Carpen-
ter Additive was employed in the manufacture of hybrid 
structures and the chemical composition of the material is 
provided in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the particles are 
spherical with some fine and satellite ones. The average 
particle size,  d50, is 63 µm.

Inconel718 substrates in their annealed state (A79706) 
were used and their chemical composition is shown in 
Table 1, too. The L-DED process was performed initially 
on planar Inconel 718 substrate and thin walls were pro-
duced to determine parameters domain that was used in 
the subsequent deposition trials and also in the feasibility 
study on the manufacture of hybrid blisks. The L-DED 
parameters used were as follows: laser power 800 W, scan 
speed 240 mm/min and powder flow rate of 9.8 g/min. 
More information about the selected process parameters 
is provided in another study [43].

Both alloys used in the research were selected because 
they are widely used by industry for the manufacture 
and/or repair of aircraft components. The L-DED tri-
als were conducted on a commercially available hybrid 
5 axes machine tool, i.e. Mazak Integrex i400AM [44]. 

This is a multitasking system that integrates machining 
and L-DED technologies in a single processing setup. The 
hybrid machine tool utilises a coaxial nozzle as shown in 
Fig. 2, and standard tool holders are used to execute the 
L-DED operations and a range of machining tasks in the 
same processing setup. Thus, it is possible in this hybrid 
machine tool to pre-process Inconel 718 substrates and 
then to machine/finish the deposited CM247LC structures 
without any re-setting of the hybrid workpiece. A continu-
ous wave (CW) near infrared (NI) laser source from IPG 
Photonics with average power of 1 kW is integrated into 
the hybrid machine tool to realise the L-DED operations. 
The AMBIT high-rate deposition head from Hybrid Manu-
facturing Technologies was used, while, a beam spot size 
of 2 mm was achieved through a 10 mm standoff distance.

The hybrid samples were produced to carry out an analy-
sis of their residual stresses, further information about them 
is provided in the supplementary material to this work (see 
the Appendix). The CM247LC deposition was conducted 
in the open chamber of the hybrid machine tool and argon 
gas through the deposition head was used to shield the area 
around the beam spot. Thus, the produced samples can be 
considered representative of CM247LC structures and hybrid 
parts that can be manufactured using commercially available 

Table 1  Material composition (% by mass)

CM247LC

C Al Ti Cr Mo Hf Ta Co W B N O O (supplier) Ni
0.09 5.57 0.80 8.29 0.61 1.31 3.10 9.59 9.57 140 ppm  < 20 ppm  < 100 ppm 75 ppm Bal
Inconel718
C Al Ti Cr Mo Nb Fe Co Cu B N O O (supplier) Ni
0.023 0.48 0.97 18.15 2.97 5.15 18.35 0.39 0.04 140 ppm  < 20 ppm  < 100 ppm 0.00003 Bal

Fig. 1  A SEM image of the CM247LC powder used in the experiments
Fig. 2  The deposition head used to execute L-DED and machining 
operations in a single processing setup [44]
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processing setups. It is important to stress that the hybrid 
machine tool does not have any additional process moni-
toring tools and/or auxiliary heating elements to minimise 
the negative side effects in welding Ni-based super alloys, 
especially to supress their high cracking susceptibility. The 
delta fraction at 1060 °C decreases to 0% within minutes 
and thus its retardation effect onto the crack propagation and 
creep-rupture resistance decreases quickly, especially in well 
oriented plate like structures as those in forged billets exten-
sively used to produce disks [26, 45]. So, the use of induc-
tion heating at temperatures ranging from 1050 to 1100 °C 
was not considered, as recommended in other investigations 
[41, 42] and a specially designed regime was developed to 
produce the CM247LC structures in this work. Especially, 
multilayer sections with unidirectional depositions and height 
of ~ 4 mm are produced sequentially and before the deposi-
tion continues with processing strategies rotated at 180° as 
shown in Fig. 14(b), a dwell time of 45 s between them is 
applied, as suggested by other researchers [46, 47].

A standard heat treatment was applied, too, in this 
research that included three steps as proposed by other 
researchers [8, 48]. The steps of this heat treatment are sum-
marised in Table 2. The temperature of the solid solution 
step was selected to homogenise the γ’-precipitates of depos-
ited CM247LC. Thus, it was above the solvus temperature 
of undesired Laves phase in the Inconel 718 substrate and 
also the dwell was long enough to dissolve it. This step is 
then followed by the double-ageing heat treatment required 
to grow the desired strengthening phases and so to harden 
the material. The heat treatment was applied only to a set of 
samples that required some further machining.

2.2  Characterisation methods

Characterisations were applied on three hybrid specimens 
from each state. The following characterisation steps and 
tests were employed to study the microstructure and surface 
integrity of the hybrid specimens:

➢ Optical microscopy and scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) analysis. A metallography analysis of hybrid 
components was conducted to investigate the microstruc-

tural evolution before and after the heat treatment using 
Hitachi TM3030 SEM system with integrated backscatter 
(BSE) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 
detectors.

➢ Hardness analysis. The bonding between Inconel 718 
preforms and the deposited CM247LC structures were 
analysed. The analysis included a set of two successions 
of ten Vickers indentations at 0.6 mm from the interface 
into the machined preform and 0.5 mm into the deposited 
structures, with a load of 0.3 kgF for 12 s.

➢ Residual stresses. Residual stresses were analysed 
employing the target gauge/centre hole drilling method 
(ASTM E837 (2013) standard) by Stresscraft Ltd. 
The residual stresses have been determined based on 
relaxed strain measurements to a maximum depth of 
1024 μm. Strain gauges were positioned at two loca-
tions of each hybrid sample. Especially, one gauge was 
placed at the substrate, ~ 1.2 mm below the interface, 
and the second at the deposited structure approxi-
mately at 50% of the diameter of the sample. Each 
sample was cemented to an angle plate fixed to a drill-
ing rig for alignment with the miniature 3 axis drilling 
setup. The attached gauges were aligned parallel to 
the build direction (0°) and perpendicular (90°) to the 
build direction at the XY plane. Orbital holes were 
drilled with depth increments set to 4 × 32 μm + 4 × 64 
μm + 8 × 128 μm to give a final depth of 1.408 mm, the 
stress data was generated to a depth of 1024 μm. The 
anisotropic Young modulus of deposited CM247LC, 
i.e. 159.2 GPa with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, was 
employed in this assessment, as per ASTM E387. The 
axial/radial (σ1) and circumferential (σ3) stresses with 
their respective directions are shown in the diagram 
in Fig. 3.The aforementioned values were taken from 
the measurements of as built additively manufactured 
samples [49]. While for the Inocnel718 substrate, the 
corresponding values were 200 GPA and 0.29, for the 
elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. The 
reported values were acquired by Stresscraft Ltd.

Table 2  The applied heat 
treatment with its respective 
steps, temperatures and holding 
times

Cycle Solution 1st Aging 2nd Aging

Temperature 1260 °C 705 °C 621 °C
Holding time 2 h 10 h 20 h
Approx.cooling rate Rapid cooling in air Furnace cooling to 

621 °C
Rapid cooling in air

4964 The International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology (2022) 121:4961–4980
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3  Results and discussion

3.1  Residual stresses

3.1.1  Residual stresses at the interface

The axial stresses at the interface section of the hybrid cylin-
drical specimens showed a peak value of 1233 MPa in the 
as-built state, 1035 MPa for the intermediate machined state 
and -314 MPa for its heat-treated state at a depth of 16 μm of 
the σ1 (axial) stress distribution. Conversely, the respective 
near surface circumferential stresses of the as-built specimen 
and the machined one were 471 and 323 MPa, respectively 
that were significantly lower compared to their σ1 stresses. 
For both specimens, the stresses decreased with the depth 
over the range of assessments to 583 MPa and 504, respec-
tively, while the σ3 stresses appeared to be compressive.

Apparently, there is a significant difference between the 
σ1 and σ3 stress distributions, especially for the as-built and 
machined specimens. It is evident that the stresses in the σ1 
direction are tensile compared to σ3 at all depths. Moreover, 
the tensile stress decreased rapidly in the σ3 direction and 
tends to be compressive at ~ 900 μm. In addition, the thick-
ness of the layer affected by the tensile stresses is higher in 
the σ3 direction of the as-built specimen, i.e. 896 μm, while 
the stresses are neutral in the machined specimens at a depth 
of ~ 750 μm. This phenomenon is attributed to the distribu-
tion of residual stresses in the preform after the additive and 
subtractive processes. Although the interface at the Inconel 
718 preform was machined prior to the deposition and there-
fore the stresses are expected to be compressive due to the 
nature of the machining process [50], this is not the case as it 

can be seen in Fig. 4. The stresses are tensile with peak val-
ues higher than 1000 MPa in the build direction. These ten-
sile stresses can be attributed to the intrinsic reheating and 
remelting during the additive process where the heat from 
the laser source reduces the initial compressive stresses after 
the machining. This relaxation of the compressive stresses 
continues as the height of the deposited material increases. 
Especially, the deposited material constrains the previously 
deposited layer, so the plastic deformation occurs for longer 
and consequently the initial tensile stresses increase. Thus, 
the initial tensile stresses would increase due to the ther-
mal stress with the increase of deposited material, while the 
compressive stresses induced during the machining remain 
unchanged. Thus, the final residual stresses quotient at the 
interface are tensile. These tensile stresses decrease with 
the increase of deposited material as reported by others, too 
[51, 52]. This explains to some extent the concentration of 
excessive stresses at the interface.

The energy penetration from the laser source had a signif-
icant impact on the vanishing of the beneficial compressive 
stresses after the initial machining. Therefore, it is appar-
ent that the heating from laser irradiation has had substan-
tial effects into the Inconel 718 preform and thus it can be 
stated that the surface preparation process, such as machin-
ing or grinding, has a limited or marginal effect on residual 
stresses into the deposited material [53]. In particular, the 
heat affected zone at the interface triggers a redistribution 
of dislocation densities that consequently affects the sub-
surface below the high shear zone of the machined material, 
as shown in Fig. 4a. The microstructure alternation into the 
Inconel 718 preform is present up to a depth higher than 
450 μm, which suggests the substantial changes because of 

Fig. 3  Schematic representa-
tion of σ1 (axial/radial) and σ3 
(circumferential) stresses direc-
tion for each gauge installation: 
a gauge installation location at 
interface; b gauge installation 
location at L-DED section (ε 
denote strains)

σ1

σ3

σ1

σ3

σ1
σ3

σ3

σ1

(a) (b)
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the material re-melting at the interface. This is also evident 
from the hardness test results where the obtained similar 
values indicate some microstructure homogenisation at the 
interface. As the substrate did not show any distortion at 
the interface, it could be assumed that no stress relaxation 
occurred due to annealing and also this could be attributed 
to the preform preheating prior to the CM247LC deposi-
tion [54]. Furthermore, it is evident that the pre-heating and 
the interlayer dwell reduce the residual stresses, as they are 
known to be proportional to the thermal gradients between 

the ambient and melting temperatures [55]. Additionally, as 
there was no delamination or separation at the interface, it 
can be stated that both remedies were adequately chosen to 
manage the residual stress development.

Any surface preparation stages, e.g. texturing or machin-
ing of preforms, had no effect on the bonding performance 
after the material deposition [56]. This can be explained 
with the laser irradiation effects that are dependent on the 
laser type employed in the L-DED process and its intrinsic 
parameters [21]. The CW laser has been reported to induce 

Fig. 4  The stress distribution 
at the interface: a axial stresses 
(σ1) distribution in depth for 
all material conditions; b the 
distribution of circumferential 
stresses (σ3) in depth for all 
material conditions
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significant fluid flow, such fluid flow patterns normally occur 
due to a gradient of surface tensions at the interface between 
the two molten materials that is referred to as Marangoni 
effect [57]. A positive thermocapillary gradient achievable 
with the CW lasers stimulates the Marangoni convection and 
can lead to a higher penetration depth between the Inconel 
718 preform and the deposited material when compared with  
the effects of pulsed lasers [58–60]. Overall, a CW laser pro-
cessing is observed to lead to a deeper penetration into the  
substrate material, as shown in Fig. 15 (see Appendix), which 
is in line with the results reported in [58–60]. Therefore, it  
can be stated that the manufacture of hybrid components by 
employing CW lasers in the L-DED process has a beneficial 
effect as the penetration depth is crucial for the microstruc-
tural assimilation and bonding at the interface between the 
two materials. Especially, this is the case when structures 
have to be deposited on thick preforms/substrates, such as 
the disks of the blisks, or a small volume of material should 
be deposited in repair applications, where the microstruc-
tural bonding is crucial.

It can be stated that the axial stresses of the heat-treated 
(HT) specimen remained compressive at all depths up to 
1024 μm, while circumferential stresses showed a peak of 
60 MPa. Indeed, the HT cycle had a positive impact and 
reduced the maximum tensile stresses at the interface in both 
σ1 and σ3 directions and contributed to the transformation 
of the tensile stresses into compressive (see Fig. 4), as also 
reported by Barros et al. [61]. The HT regime delivered 
mainly compressive stresses of almost 300 MPa in both 
directions. Thus, it can be stated that HT is very important 
for the formation of compressive stresses at the interface 
in σ1 and σ3 directions. Therefore, such solution treatment 
should be considered mandatory for the relaxation of tensile 
stresses, annealing, including precipitates and dislocation 
networks along the sub-grains, and so to dissolve segrega-
tions and precipitates at the grain boundaries as suggested 
by [62].

3.1.2  Residual stresses of the L‑DED section

For the as-built and the HT deposited section, the near sur-
face σ1 and σ3 stresses are compressive as can be seen in 
Fig. 5. The compressive stresses can be attributed to the 
smoothing process (site preparation) applied at the two 
sites for the installation of the gauges. Nevertheless, such 
stresses do not appear to penetrate to depths higher than 
100 μm. The σ3 maximum stresses at 160 μm are 319 and 
46 MPa for the as-built and the HT specimens, respectively. 
The corresponding radial stresses were 97 MPa and 28 MPa, 
respectively. At the maximum depth 1024 μm, the σ1 and 
σ3 stresses were 39 MPa and 38 MPa and 184 MPa and 
21 MPa, for the as-built and HT specimens, respectively.

These tensile stresses can be attributed to reheating and 
remelting cycles during the L-DED process, i.e. the layer-
based deposition processes. Especially, the newly depos-
ited material constrains the previously deposited layer and 
so the plastic deformation is sustained for longer and thus 
increases the initial tensile stresses of as-built samples. The 
circumferential σ3 stresses (scanning direction) are larger 
than the radial σ1 stresses, and this could be explained with 
the higher contraction of the heated material in the respec-
tive direction [52]. Particularly, the stresses in the scanning 
direction are almost twice higher than those observed in the 
radial one. Again, this result can be attributed to the thermal 
shrinkage of the solidified layer and is consistent with the 
results reported in other studies and thus the methodology 
used in this research can be considered valid [55].

Notably, the peak value of tensile stresses obtained for the 
as-built specimens is significantly lower than those reported 
in the literature for as-built CM247LC [49] and lower than 
the yield stress for cast CM247LC [63]. The low peak val-
ues can be attributed to the inter-layer delay applied in the 
deposition strategy used in this study. A similar approach 
was reported by Denlinger et al. [64] that used inter-layer 
dwelling to minimise residual stresses on deposited Inconel 
625 structures, while Fessler et al. reported that by using 
dwell between L-DED layers reduces the distortion when 
depositing Invar [65].

In line with previous findings, the solution HT at the 
selected temperature induced relaxation of tensile stresses at 
the deposited structures. The mechanism, formulation details 
and additional benefits from the solution HT are explained 
in the literature [62].

For the machined specimens, the stresses were found to 
be dominated by those generated by the machining process. 
The radial direction is along the feed motion while the σ3 
direction to the cutting speed direction. Figure 5b shows the 
higher residual stresses in the circumferential direction and 
they were found to be higher than those in the radial direc-
tion. This can be attributed to the high plastic deformations 
induced by the cutting tool, during the machining process. 
These results are in line with those reported in the literature 
[50].

The first measurements for the machined specimen 
were − 73 MPa for σ1 and 395 MPa for σ3. Then, the stresses 
decrease with the increase of the depth, initially, and reached 
their minimum values at a depth of 160 μm. The stresses at 
this depth were − 728 MPa and − 405 MPa, for σ1 and σ3, 
respectively. Next, the stresses for both σ1 and σ3 increased 
to reach the maximum values of 528 MPa and 603 MPa at 
1024 μm, respectively. The overall stress distribution for 
the machined sample is typical for such samples, as the 
very large forces induced during machining at low cutting 
speeds lead to higher plastic deformations and a greater 
impact on the residual stresses [66]. The affected areas are 
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expected to show slip bands and dynamic recrystallisation 
due to the thermal and mechanical loads induced during 
the machining process [67]. Especially, the balance between 
the thermal and mechanical loads determines the nature of 
the stresses in the bulk [68]. As the investigated material 
is a heat restraining material, the thermal load is reported 
to be greater than the mechanical load, therefore triggering 
tensile stresses. The depth of the layer affected by the tensile 
stresses is larger for the as-machined specimens in both σ1 

and σ3, compared to HT ones. This is similar to the neutral 
stresses in both directions at a depth of 600 μm that can be 
explained with ductility of the material being machined prior 
the solution HT.

The machined sample demonstrates significantly high 
compressive stresses up to a depth of 450 μm that then 
decrease in both σ1 and σ3 directions. This is mainly due 
to high deformations, as the area is a high shear strain zone 
(HSSZ) [67]. Thereafter, this effect fades away and the 

Fig. 5  The stress distribution in 
the deposited sections: a radial 
stresses (σ1) distribution with 
depth for all material condi-
tions; b circumferential stresses 
(σ3) distribution in depth for all 
material conditions
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stresses become tensile as per the as-built sample. This con-
forms to the initial results reported in the previous section 
regarding the fusion zone depth. This has been observed in 
other studies, too, where the presence of tensile stresses is 
common in as-built L-DED parts and therefore explains the 
spike in tensile stresses due to the HSSZ zone induced by the 
AM process [69]. Although, machining exhibits substantial 
benefits by introducing compressive stresses, it is important 
to note that the machining parameters were not optimised 
in this study.

Comparing the stress values obtained in this work with 
those reported in literature, it can be stated that it is ben-
eficial to apply dwell and thus to minimise the residual 
stresses significantly below the yield strength of CM247. 
Subsequently, if the effects of the inter-layer dwell are com-
pared to those of intermediate machining, it can be noted 
that its effect on reducing the stresses is marginal. This phe-
nomenon can be attributed to the initial tensile stresses, and 
the subsequently introduced thermal stress increase with the 
newly added layers, while the compressive stresses induced 
from the machining remain unchanged. Therefore, the final 
residual stress quotient, in the bulk of the material, is tensile. 
Ultimately, an intermediate machining of the AM structures 
reduces only marginally the residual stresses at the interface. 
Naturally, by introducing intermediate machining at a higher 
frequency would potentially reduce the overall stresses, cor-
respondingly. Nevertheless, multiple machining passes for 
the investigated materials, come at a cost and may not be 
viable for a given application [10]. To investigate the failure 
of the interface due to peak stresses, the Von Mises theory 
was employed to understand the failure mode, as the Inconel 
bar substrates area relatively ductile.

Peak stresses were calculated based on the principal σmax 
and σmin, stress values. The Von Mises (VM) stresses in 
Inconel are calculated as follows:

The peak values for VM stresses of the as-built interface 
was 1264 MPa while the machined and HT ones had peaks 
of 1168 MPa and 351 MPa, respectively. Thus, for the as-
built and machined interfaces, the VM stresses are substan-
tially greater than those after solution HT.

The maximum VM stresses obtained for the as-built 
interface are marginally higher than the yielding stress 
(YS) of the material,  YS0.2 = 1220 MPa, but the substrate 
section does not show any signs of distortions or cracking. 
The marginal deviation could be related to the strain gauge 
measurements, which could be affected by the plastic defor-
mations during the orbital drilling, and thus are likely to 
affect the obtained results [49]. However, this should not be 
considered conclusive as the intermediately machined sam-
ple demonstrated a similar high peak value, although below 
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the material maximum limit and thus an additional investi-
gation is required. The intermediate machining passes are 
found to have contributed marginally to the reduction of the 
maximum tensile stresses. Especially, they break the initial 
stress equilibrium introduced from the deposition process as 
discussed earlier in this section. Subsequently, this had an 
impact on the overall reduction of the VM stresses.

As the deposited CM247LC is found to be a material 
with a limited elongation [8], the maximum principal theory 
is used. According to the theory, failure occurs when the 
maximum principal stress reaches the ultimate stress of the 
material. For the as-built condition, the maximum principal 
stress was 336 MPa at a depth of 160 μm. Apparently, this 
maximum principle stress is lower than the UTS and YS 
reported in literature for L-PBF, L-DED and cast CM247LC, 
respectively [8, 39, 63].

Contrasting the as-built condition to that of the inter-
mediate machined sample, the peak value was 604 MPa, 
at a depth higher than 1 mm, although with a tendency to 
increase with the depth. While the HT sample showed a 
peak of 51 MPa, it was well within the range of the ultimate 
strength of the material.

Even though the fatigue life of hybrid components was 
not investigated in this research, it can be stated that the 
deformations and residual stresses induced by machining and 
machining follow up by HT can have a substantial impact on 
the fatigue behaviour of the materials, especially by increas-
ing their fatigue life [70]. Therefore, the stresses distribution 
induced by the finishing operations, such as machining and 
solution HT, can potentially enhance the performance of the 
hybrid components in regard to their fatigue life.

3.2  Process development

The hybrid manufacture of a blisk-like test part was 
attempted based on the acquired results. The pilot manufac-
ture was performed on the same hybrid Mazak Integrex setup 
used for the residual stresses result reported in Sect. 3.1. As 
this is a commercially available machine tool, this feasibility 
study aims to inform potential industrial applications about 
the viability of the proposed hybrid solution, especially 
where small and medium batches of hybrid components have 
to be produced or repaired. Therefore, no process monitoring 
and/or auxiliary heating elements during the deposition were 
used in the pilot implementation of this hybrid manufac-
turing approach. In addition, the materials selected for this 
study are typical for the production or repair of blades and/
or blisks and other components operating in severe condi-
tions. An axis symmetric Inconel718 substrate was utilised 
as a hub and CM247LC blades were deposited around its 
periphery at an even angular increment of 45° between them 
and thereafter machined/finished to dimension.
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The hub (disk) was turned to diameter of 90 mm prior 
to the deposition operation utilising cutting parameters rec-
ommended for machining nickel-based superalloys, espe-
cially those recommended by the cutting tool manufacturer 
 Sandvik® for their DNMG 15 06 12-SMR S05 F tools used 
in the study. The laser beam and powder cone were focused 
on the substrate’s surface, while the deposition head and 
laser beam were maintained perpendicular to the surface 
throughout the deposition operation. The controller of the 
hybrid CNC machine manages the distance of the L-DED 
head from the axis of the cylindrical substrate to maintain 
the desired distance between the head and the substrate 
during the deposition process. The hub was preheated by 
defocusing the laser beam (the temperature was not moni-
tored/recorded) and thus to minimise any warping and also 
to restrict the excessive heat draining from the deposition 
process to the substrate. Finally, the blades were finished 
by using  WNT® cutting tools, i.e. 5,303,016,203, to remove 
a machining allowance of 0.3 mm at the periphery of the 
blades, while the cutting parameters used were those recom-
mended by the manufacturer.

The CM247 LC blades were fabricated by using the 
parameters stated in Sect. 2.1, without any intermediate 
machining between the layers. This was done because it 
had a marginal effect on residual stresses, as discussed in 
Sect. 3.1.2, and also to minimise the processing time. The 
CM247 LC deposition regime discussed in Sect. 2.1 was 
deployed to build the blades up to a height of ~ 23 mm (2.4 
 cm3/blade). Then, a finish machining of the deposited struc-
tures was performed as it was found to introduce high com-
pressive stresses and also to improve the surface integrity in 
general and the fatigue life of the AM structures as reported 
in literature [70].

The blades were built sequentially at 0, 90, 45, 180, 135, 
225, 315, and 270°. This strategy was selected in order to 
achieve a sufficient heat flow between the multilayer blade 
depositions and the substrate, as it was already mentioned. 
Otherwise, the heat draining from the newly deposited blade 
to the previous ones could lead to an acute angle between 
the structures and very high solidification cracking and voids 
susceptibility [1, 71]. A typical structure suffering from such 
potential heat accumulation and draining between the blades 
is shown in Fig. 6, in spite of the fact that it was built utilis-
ing optimised process parameters for building dense walls 
free of cracks as reported earlier [43]. The figure indicates 
that the heat accumulation was excessive during the L-DED 
deposition and the nucleation of solidification cracks was 
enhanced [8]. On the contrary, the specially developed 
regime enhanced the cooling rates and consequently low-
ered the heat accumulation during the entire deposition 
process. Moreover, no macro-cracks were detected that re-
enforced further the benefits of using a dwelled deposition, 
complemented by sequential blade fabrication around the 

disk’s periphery. The final blades manufactured utilising the 
bespoke regime were subsequently finished employing a side 
milling operation and it should be stressed, again, that this 
did not reveal any signs of cracks, as shown in Sect. 3.5.

In addition, the deposited structures in Fig. 6 confirm the 
role of a thick substrate in reducing the temperature within 
the first layers of deposition, thus acting as a heat sink. 
During the deposition of the adjacent layers, small cracks 
appeared at the bottom and subsequently more cracks propa-
gated while additional layers were added. These cracks typi-
cally occur in the vicinity of the mushy zone where the mate-
rial solidification is low. Especially, the cracks form when 
the temperature drops below the melting temperature, while 
the formed dendrites are typical vertically oriented for the 
L-DED process and follows the laser source towards the liq-
uid phases in the interdendritic regions, according to Abdul-
lah et al. [8]. Any remaining liquid regions acted as stress 
concentration and crack initiation sites while the relatively 
weak solid–liquid boundaries separate to an intergranular 
crack formation [72]. This result is confirmed by the cross-
sectional image in Fig. 6, where vertically oriented inter-
granular solidification cracks nucleated parallel to the den-
dritic growth direction. Especially, the developed approach 
with the proposed dwelled deposition regime proved to be 
very successful in building blades of the defined height, free 
of macro or micro cracks.

3.3  Microstructure characterisation

Figure 7 depicts the microstructure at the cross section of 
a hybrid sample prior to the heat treatment. The elongated 
columnar dendritic microstructure at the deposited sec-
tion and interface, growing towards the build direction, 
is typical for the material and the L-DED process. The 
microstructure at the interface area of the as-built part 
shows a high penetration rate in the –Z direction towards 
the substrate, while no defects and minimal porosity can 
be observed. The interface of the as-built sample shows 
a high penetration and alternation of the microstructure 
and a columnar dendritic microstructure up to ~ 550 μm in 
the –Z direction is dominant in the preform. This can be 
attributed to the CW laser source employed in the L-DED 
process. Especially, its effect on the deposited material and 
preform due to the induced significant fluid flow during 
the deposition defines the morphology of the melt pool and 
leads to a crack-free and nearly 100% density interface. 
The absence of cracks is in line with the results observed 
in Sect. 3.1, where the maximum principle stress is lower 
than the UTS and YS reported in the literature for L-DED 
and cast CM247LC, respectively [8, 63]. Apparently, the 
bottom of the microstructure at the interface consists of 
smaller grains compared to the subsequent layers. This is 
primarily related to the lower temperature of the preform, 
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acting as a heat sink during the deposition that can lead 
to more equiaxed grains, as reported by Raghavan et al. 
[73]. According to Wang et al. [74], the grain growth at 
the fusion line (interface) or within the heat affected zone 
is limited due to the thermodynamic stability of the prior 

coarser grains of the preform. Thus, the deposited material 
and the heat-affected zone below the interface exhibit the 
same microstructure that can be explained with the rapid 
solidification rates and the stimulating effect of the thick 
preform/substrate.

Fig. 6  Macro solidification 
cracks detected between the 
grain boundaries of the colum-
nar dendrites on thin deposited 
walls

Fig. 7  Micrographs of as-built 
hybrid part showing micro-
structure in the X–Z plane: a 
the interface area between the 
deposited CM247LC and the 
substrate/preform; b a higher 
magnification image of the 
interface area; c the substrate 
microstructure
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Below the heat affected zone, the Inconel preform exhib-
ited the typical equiaxed grain structure with uniform grain 
size, without any signs of defects or segregations of laves 
phases in the microstructure, which could potentially arise 
from the laser-based AM process [75].

In the as-deposited section of the samples, layer bands 
are observed in the built section that are dominated by very 
tightly packed columnar dendrites, with a growth direction 
relative to that of the laser scanning direction as depicted 
in Fig. 8a. The evolution and presence of layer bands is 
dictated by the layer wise build strategy, especially the re-
heating and re-melting cycles during the L-DED process. 
While the columnar growth of the dendrites is mainly due 
to the high temperature gradient as the consequence of the 
heat dissipation from the pre-deposited layers. According to 
literature, the laser scan direction influences the preferred 
growth direction in face-centred cubic materials such as 
CM247LC and Inconel718 during solidification. Therefore, 
a dendrite growth direction of ~ 45° is exhibited that is per-
pendicular to the prior deposited layer, as shown in Fig. 8 
[76, 77]. The interdendritic region, as depicted in Fig. 8b 
and c, shows very small carbides. These regions are enriched 
in segregated elements leading to Hf carbides stabilisation 
[78]. Thus, the EDS analysis is not particularly significant, 
although, their formulation was studied extensively by other 
researchers, especially by Divya [79].

In CM247LC, extensive cracking can be explained with 
dislocations formed within the cells and at cell boundaries 
generated due to the high thermal stresses during the L-DED 
process. The blocking of dislocations may contribute to the 
extensive cracking of CM247LC since stresses generated 
during the deposition will increase if they cannot be relieved 
by glide or climb of dislocation [39]. Overall, the micro-
structure was free of cracks, and this is primarily associated 
with the high temperature during the process that enabled 
the formation of coarse grains. Their formation was followed 
by the rapid cooling rates, which was enhanced by the inter-
layer dwell. The γ’ phase was constrained to a submicron 
scale that led to a finer microstructure. The microstructural 
analysis, especially the absence of cracks, confirms again the 
low levels of stresses discussed in Sect. 3.1.

Notably, for the HT samples, the interface area shows a 
microstructural assimilation with the development of clearly 
equiaxed grains along the interface area, as per preform, 
while exhibiting a minimal porosity without any visible 
cracks or defects. The microstructural assimilation at the 
interface was associated with the topological arrangements 
during grain growth of the Inconel 718 due to the solution 
HT. The recrystallisation during the applied solution and 
temperature [62] results into the growth of larger equiaxed 
grains at the expense of smaller grains and thus stimulat-
ing the evolution of microstructure towards stable six-sided 
grains, curvature driven switching of neighbouring grains 
and shrinkage of three- and four-sided grains as depicted 
in Fig. 9a and b. This behaviour conforms to the experi-
mental results reported for polycrystal materials by other 
studies, too [73]. It should be noted that the increase of the 
substrate grains size and refined equiaxed grain domination 
at the interface is proportional to the applied solution treat-
ment time.

The Inconel 718 preform had equiaxed grains comple-
mented by large dissolved segregated phases around the 
grain boundaries, mainly consisting of Nb and Ti, as shown 
by the EDS analysis in Fig. 10. The presence of Laves phases 
is quite known for cracks initiation and propagation and can 
have adverse effects on mechanical and fatigue properties of 
the material [48]. The heat treatments for the investigated 
material are studied extensively. In this work, the tempera-
ture of the solid solution step was selected to be above the 
solvus temperature of the Laves phase and long enough to 
dissolve the segregated phases into solution (Nb, Ti and 
Al). This is followed by ageing at two temperatures to grow 
the desired phases and harden the material (γ′ and γ′′) [48, 
80]. Although, the selected HT regime dissolved the Laves 
phase and introduced the necessary hardening of the preform 
material, it did also introduce some minimal porosity at the 
interface and the grains of the preform as shown in Fig. 9. 
This could be possibly due to the expansion of entrapped 
gases and pores during the solution HT, generated from the 
L-DED process. Nevertheless, the absence of cracks and the 
intrinsic benefits to the microstructure and hardness for the 
hybrid sections confirm that the thermal post-treatment was 

Fig. 8  Micrographs of as-built 
hybrid part depicting the 
CM247LC microstructure: 
a columnar grains; b high 
magnification image showing 
a dendritic structure; c higher 
magnification of an interden-
dritic region rich in carbides
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properly selected and adequate. However, it is worth noting 
that heat treatments were not optimised in this study.

The microstructure of the deposited section after the 
HT step is shown in Fig. 11 and appears more defined with 
distinguishable grain boundaries compared to the as-built 
sample. This phenomenon is related to the dissolution of 
the γ/γ’, after the solution HT and ageing at the specific 
temperature ranges. According to Wang et al. [39], the larger 
particles at the grain boundaries are formed during the solid-
ification of γ’, while γ′ in the centres are formed in the solid 
state from γ, the size of γ’ is interlinked to the cooling rate, 
the eutectic temperature and γ’ solvus.

The microstructure after the HT was free of cracks with 
an irregular morphology, thus confirming again the suitabil-
ity of the temperature ranges selected for the solution HT. 
The microstructure exhibited intermittent grain boundaries 
that could possibly constrain any grain boundary sliding. 
The recrystallisation at 1200 °C forms large precipitates with 
a uniform size of ~ 1 μm. Cubic γ’ is formed instead of the 
dendritic one at this temperature. Although, the size of the 
strengthening phase remained fine within the matrix due to 
the rapid air cooling during the solution and double ageing, 
thus supressing any crack initiation which is consistent with 
other studies [81]. As can be seen in Fig. 11a, the γ’ particles 
sides generally share the same orientation with the columnar 
grains giving often a sense of preferential orientation of the 
particles [78].

According to [82], the grains size and γʹ particles inside 
the grain have a cuboidal morphology after a solution 
treatment (> 1250 °C) and ageing, with a size of approxi-
mately 1 μm. Thus, as the temperature increases, the final γ’ 
obtained is smaller and progressively with a higher volume 
fraction [78].

3.4  Hardness analysis

The hardness of hybrid samples in the interface area was 
investigated as it can be affected by both the L-DED process 
and the follow-up HT. Hardness tests were carried out at and 
near the interface to identify any hardness inconsistencies 
and thus to judge about the bonding quality and also in gen-
eral about the mechanical properties of hybrid components. 
Especially, hardness tests were performed to reveal whether 
the deposition process altered the mechanical properties at 
and near the interface between the machined Inconel 718 
preform/substrate and the L-DED CM247LC. The meas-
urements were carried out on both, as-built and HT sam-
ples. As expected, the HT samples had a higher hardness 
compared to as-built ones. HT increased the hardness of 
as-deposited CM247LC, consistently, with 100HV near the 
interface as shown in Fig. 12b. The hardness evolution in 
the figure shows a lower hardness at the Inconel substrate 
compared to the deposited structure, which is in line with the 
hardness values reported in the literature for this material, in 

Fig. 9  Micrographs of the HT hybrid part: a the interface between the deposited structure and the substrate; b higher magnification image of the 
interface area; c the microstructure of the substrate

Fig. 10  EDS images of the solution at the substrate
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both conditions, although there is a trend for the hardness to 
increase instantly at the substrate near the interface, which 
can be explained with the microstructural assimilation and 
refinement at and near the interface as discussed in Sect. 3.3 
and also the presence of high stresses at this area for the 
non-HT samples, while the hardness increased gradually for 
the HT samples, due to the recrystallisation, the stress relief 
and the grain coarsening occurring during the solution HT 
at the selected temperatures [62]. Concurrently, the increase 
of the substrate grains size and equiaxed grain domination 
at the interface after the HT explains the reduced hardness. 

In particular, the interface area showed a microstructural 
assimilation through the development of equiaxed grains 
along the interface area as per the preform, as demonstrated 
in Sect. 3.3.

Overall, the obtained results prove that CM247LC can be 
L-DED deposited successfully on Inconel718 with a good 
bonding quality, hence resulting in good mechanical prop-
erties at the interface of hybrid components. The obtained 
hardness values are consistent to the ones reported in litera-
ture for both Inconel718 and CM247LC, for as-built and HT 
conditions, respectively [8, 50, 83].

Fig. 11  Micrographs of HT part showing the microstructure of CM247LC: 
a the grain growth and orientation; b a high magnification image depict-

ing the microstructure homogenisation after HT; c a higher magnification 
image showing the grain boundaries with coarse and fine carbides

Fig. 12  The result of hardness tests: a a schematic of carried out hard-
ness measurements; b the evolution of the hardness at and near the 
interface between the machined Inconel 718 substrate and the L-DED 

deposited CM247LC from the two sets of hybrid cross sections meas-
urements (the red vertical bar indicates the interface area, SD standard 
deviation)
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3.5  Demonstrator part

Ultimately, a hybrid component was produced employing the 
L-DED technology. An Inconel 718 hub was machined and 
then CM247LC blades were built employing the specially 
developed L-DED deposition strategy (see Sect. 3.2) and 
subsequently finished by milling in a single setup as shown 
in Fig. 13. As all processing steps were completed in one 
setup, it was possible to maintain a higher processing accu-
racy with a minimum machining allowance for the finishing 
operation. As discussed earlier, no machining was performed 
before each deposition layer in this research, as the proposed 
deposition strategy delivered a crack free microstructure and 
low tensile residual stresses. The dimensions are indicative 
and were chosen only to prove that it is feasible to fabri-
cate hybrid components made from two common nickel-
based super alloys (Inconel718) and (CM247LC) on a 

commercially available hybrid manufacturing machine tool, 
while minimising the processing time and cost.

4  Conclusions

The research reports a technology that can be applied to 
manufacture and repair of hybrid components from two 
common nickel-based super alloys, i.e. Inconel718 and 
CM247LC. A commercially available hybrid manufacturing 
machine tool was used in the experiments that integrates an 
AM process, i.e. L-DED, with a range of machining technol-
ogies. The results showed that a higher bonding performance 
at the interface between the two nickel-based alloys can be 
achieved, while the surface integrity was high without cracks 
and low tensile residual stresses. The following conclusions 
can be made based on the reported research results:

Fig. 13  A hybrid blisk demonstrator produced in a single hybrid pro-
cessing setup: a and c the hybrid blisk before and after the finish 
machining produced using the specially developed L-DED regime that 

is free of cracks; b and d micrographs of the surface before and after 
machining with the measured Sa roughness
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• The compressive stresses at the interface and into the 
machined substrate are reduced proportionally with each 
deposited layer. This is due to the thermal load induced 
during the L-DED process and the plastic deformations 
between layers that increase the tensile stresses. As the 
compressive stresses induced from machining remain 
unchanged, the final stress quotient at the interface is 
tensile.

• Inter-layer machining had a marginal impact on reducing 
residual stresses and the suppression of cracks compared 
to the inter-layer dwell and the finish machining of the 
deposited structures. In particular, the disrupted stress 
equilibrium from the machining, induced by the com-
pressive stresses, is normalised after the L-DED layer-
based deposition, while the benefits of the low thermal 
gradients between the processing area and the melting 
temperature remain. Therefore, the intermediate machin-
ing can be considered unnecessary and can be avoided to 
reduce the processing time and cost.

• Even though finish machining was reported to introduce 
compressive stresses to an adequate depth, heat treat-
ments must be applied to the hybrid component to obtain 
the desired microstructure and an appropriate mechanical 
strength, and also to induce compressive residual stresses 
in and near the interface in the deposited CM247LC.

• Thicker preforms/substrates can have an adverse effect 
on the heat load during the L-DED process and there-
fore should be considered in determining the deposition 
parameters. Therefore, the optimised parameters should 
be used synergistically with other methods for minimis-
ing the thermal gradients during the deposition process 
and also between the substrate and the deposited struc-
ture. The deposition of defect free CM247LC blades on 
an Inconel 718 hub through L-DED can be achieved by 
applying an appropriate dwell and deposition strategy.

• The conducted investigation has confirmed that a sophis-
ticated temperature control setup is not mandatory to 
achieve a CM247LC deposition free of cracks. There-
fore, a conventional CNC machine tool with an integrated 
L-DED head can produce crack free AM structures with 
adequate mechanical properties.

• Low thermal gradients and fast cooling rates, enhanced 
by the interlayer dwell, can reduce the residual stresses 
into the deposited structures. Especially, the resulting 
tensile residual stresses can be significantly lower than 
the UTS and YS values reported for as-cast, L-PBF and 
L-DED structures, respectively. Notably, the internal 
strain did not exceed the CM247LC ductility and there-
fore no crack formation had been triggered. If measures 
are not taken to reduce the thermal gradient, it could lead 
to delamination between the substrate and the deposited 
section, at the interface, though this could be supressed 
through substrate pre-heating and inter-layer dwell, as 

observed through the hardness and microstructural analy-
sis of the interface.

• The CW laser was found to have a significant effect onto 
the microstructure, perpendicular to its scan direction. 
Especially, the CW laser was able to create a microstruc-
tural assimilation between the Inconel 718 substrate and 
the deposited CM247LC up to a depth of ~ 0.5 mm and 
thus establishing a strong metallurgical bonding. In 
addition, a heat treatment can be selected to dissolve 
any segregated phases in the substrate and trigger the 
growth of the desired hardening phases. The recrystal-
lisation induced growth of larger equiaxed grains and the 
microstructural assimilation at the interface can improve 
further the metallurgical bonding.

• A continuous pre-heating to control the CM247LC solid-
ification cracking at the temperature ranges reported in 
literature could have a significant negative impact onto 
the Inconel 718 microstructure, when depositing struc-
tures on Inconel 718 substrates/preforms. However, by 
applying the proposed approach to control the thermal 
gradients during L-DED in this research, it was possible 
to produce crack free CM247LC structures with good 
interface bonding, strength and microstructure for as-
built and heat-treated conditions.

Appendix

Sample preparation for residual stress 
analysis

The substrate used for the preparation of the residual stress 
specimen was a solid cylinder with a Φ19 diameter and 
height of 30 mm. CM247LC was deposited at the cross sec-
tion of the preform in XY plane with a diameter very similar 
to that of the preform and a height of ~ 9 mm in the Z + direc-
tion (2.5  cm3).

Face milling was conducted with a Φ16 solid–cemented 
carbide slotting cutter, manufactured and supplied by WNT 
tools ID 50 967 16,220. The process parameters recom-
mended by manufacturer were employed. Face milling 
was applied onto the planar area of each substrate, before 
the deposition to ensure its flatness. In addition, interme-
diate milling was applied after every 4 deposition layers 
(~ 5 mm) on selected samples, to investigate the effects of 
inter-layer machining onto the residual stresses. The inter-
mediate machining was limited to three passes of 0.1 mm 
axial depth, to maintain the processing time low and max-
imise the tool life. Prior to any material deposition, a pre-
heating of the substrate was performed with the laser (no 
powder was deposited during this stage), to mitigate the 
effects of the thermal shock. Especially, this allowed a low 
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temperature gradient to be maintained and subsequently to 
reduce the stress accumulation between the substrate and 
deposited structures, during the L-DED process. Preheat-
ing cycles are reported in literature to reduce effectively the 
residual stresses and cooling rate in pre heated powder bed. 
The preheating was conducted through the integrated CW 
laser source into the machine and thus to keep the setup as 
simple as possible. This approach proved to be beneficial 
and can be applied for the pre-heating components in case 
of a rethreading process, such as the repair of a blade or disk, 
although, the pre-heat temperature was not recorded.

For simplification, the main symbols and their meaning 
are listed in Table 3.

Milling Parameters

ae Milling width 30%
ap Milling depth 0.1mm x3 passes
t Milling thickness
Vc Cutting speed 25m/min

Three sets of hybrid samples were prepared in this research: 
(1) as-built condition; (2) intermediate machining and (3) 
intermediate machining + solution HT, and double ageing.

The L-DED process used to produce the hybrid compo-
nents was carried out by alternating milling and deposition 
every ~ 5 mm. As shown in Fig. 14 (rough example), a spiral 
deposition strategy, starting from the centre, with a constant 
feed rate of 240 mm/min was selected. The aim was to mini-
mise the residual stresses induced into the sample during 
the deposition and also to control the temperature gradient 
inside the part, by eliminating any laser power interruption 
[84].

Target gauge/centre hole drilling method via deep hole 
drilling (DHD) was employed to assess the residual stresses. 
The measurements were taken at the top planar face of the 

deposited structure where the gauge was attached onto the 
flat face of the deposited material, and a second gauge was 
attached on the outside diameter (OD) of the substrate.

Figure 15 shows a representative cross section of a hybrid 
sample in XZ plane. The microstructural variations between 
the preform section and the deposited CM247LC section, 
can be seen as well as the interface area where the weld-
ing between the two sections occurs. This observation was 
required in order to determine the location for the strain 
gauge attachment at the interface for the subsequent residual 
stress measurement.

Notably, the microstructural assimilation between the 
two materials, at the interface, appears to be greater than 
450 μm with some minimal porosity into the deposited sec-
tion of the as-built sample (the microstructure of the hybrid 
components). Figure 15(a) shows tilted welds to the sub-
strate. The unevenness is not related to the substrate because 
machining cycle was performed to ensure the flatness of the 
substrate prior to the deposition. It is therefore considered to 
be related to the flatness of the machine workholding setup 

Fig. 14  Schematic representation of the deposition strategy with the 
intermediate layers and then machining was conducted to prepare 
samples for the residual stresses analysis: (a) depicts a spiral   mate-
rial deposition toolpath, with a subsequent machining process; (b) 
shows the unidirectional deposition strategy together with  machining 
strategy, i.e. toolpath selected for the intermediately machined layers 
(rough example) 

Fig. 15  Micrographs of a representative hybrid sample cross section: 
(a) shows the material deposition boundaries, with the interface region 
and the heat affected zone of an as built sample. Translucent bar 
depicts the interface region, while yellow curve presents the bounda-
ries of the heat affected zone between the interface and the preform, 

with a penetration depth of ~450 μm in the –Z direction; (b) shows a 
higher magnification micrograph of a HT sample where the preform 
and deposited structure can be seen together with a defined interface 
region
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where the samples were held and/or the acute angle occur-
ring during the heat draining.

Apparently, one or two layers of material onto the sub-
strate were re-melt or weld throughout the few first lay-
ers of the L-DED process. This could potentially affect 
the mechanical properties. Therefore, the welding at the 
machined preform was evaluated through a hardness analy-
sis to investigate its impact at the interface.
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